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Worlds finest trimmer review

03-22-2015, 12:08am #1 Now I have an AR I've needed to process a large amount of brass to reload. Lee trimmers work but slowly, cymed, to many steps. I searched around and ran across . Picked one up and I just trimmed to 557 pieces of brass in 2 hours. That included quite a few random length test cases to make sure it worked well.
The case is +- .001!! Cut clean without asking for any deburring or chamfering. The trimmer locks in a drill chuck and you keep the case in your fingers. Even with my wrist tunnel/arthritis it doesn't matter to run through that much brass. The only downside is that it flings copper shavings everywhere. I'll make a hood that clamps on the drill
body to make the cells drop straight down into the brass recycling bucket. trimmed copper, hard to get good focus on it ... Attached to the figure 03-24-2015, 12:19 #2 I use them for 300 blk and 223, they are wuite fast. But, I find that I need to deburg the cases inside and outside. 3-24-2015, 1:03 PM #3 I ran my Little Crow trimmer a lot
last year. First I converted a few hundred 5.56mm to 222 Rem. Need to cut about 1/8 later. Use a 110 volt 3/8 drill so I want a lot of power then just hogged it off. Without this tool I'd have had to buy then use a saw cut. Or a dead trim with files. Then I trimmed about four thousand 223 Rem reproduced from a military surplus shot. That was
at least .030 off. Then brew all those things. Also buy a dead RCBS X. Run a few hundred through it and it seams to work as advertised. Others here have been using them for years. Claim they work great. That would cut the case for stretches. Increased life expectancy. So if I brew them every 3-5 shots. I have enough money to keep me
through retirement. I recently had a bad experience with neck split on my 5.56mm ammo. It has been stored for about 25 years and detached during storage. Then I read up and learned about the effects of age on brass. That's enough. So now I incubate all that once shot the surplus on the first reload. Since I FL size all those batches a
few years ago. After the first pruning, the case of better cutting before annealing, I brewed it then ran it all though a dead Redding neck to uniform neck tension. I achieved a much lower S.D. number with brewed brass. That surplus was severely blown away. So it is working a lot of sizes back to 223 sizes. Done on I'd FL size no extension
then use my Lyman M to die after annealing. Little Crow trimmer works on the undersize neck since it collides off the shoulder with nothing in the neck. Cutter is a flute end plant standards are available at any store supply store. Don't let it rust and it takes thousands of brass cases to dull. I just used a hand held chamfer tool and gave it
half a turn to break the sharp edges left behind. Very very AMERICA WILL NEVER BE DESTROYED FROM THE OUTSIDE. IF WE FALTER AND LOSE OUR FREEDOM, IT WILL BE BECAUSE WE HAVE DESTROYED OURSELVES. President Abraham Lincoln 3-24-2015, 1:09 pm #4 Originally posted by MaryB Now that I have an AR
I had to process a large amount of copper to reload. Lee trimmers work but slowly, cymed, to many steps. I searched around and ran across . Picked one up and I just trimmed to 557 pieces of brass in 2 hours. That included quite a few random length test cases to make sure it worked well. The case is +- .001!! Cut clean without asking for
any deburring or chamfering. The trimmer locks in a drill chuck and you keep the case in your fingers. Even with my wrist tunnel/arthritis it doesn't matter to run through that much brass. The only downside is that it flings copper shavings everywhere. I'll make a hood that clamps on the drill body to make the cells drop straight down into the
brass recycling bucket. trimmed copper, hard to get good focus on it ... I use a Gracie trimmer for 0.223 &amp; 0.308. 03-24-2015, 05:29 PM #5 I have a Dillon case trimmer and it has a small manicate that takes a small shopvac tube. Maybe you can take a 1.5 pvc tee and do something like that to pull the decoration off? These
decorations get into everything! 3-24-2015, 10:52 PM #6 posted by OuchHot! I have a Dillon case trimmer and it has a small mani impurity that takes a small shop vac faucet. Maybe you can take a 1.5 pvc tee and do something like that to pull the decoration off? These decorations get into everything! I just need to use a broom and dust
pan to clean when I'm done. There is no need to rethink this. No chip is crazy per case than with a hand spinning cuter. You just make chips quickly and yes, sling them a little. A retired mechanic. I can tell you this is not a chip problem. You have a problem when the blue one is getting inside your shirt. Land in your hair and smoke. Let's
assume your Dillon trimmer is mounted in the press. Well then you have to keep the chip out of the reload press. The problem with vacuum is noise. Grab it inside a box or in the next room than with a hose through a wall or window. For the Little Crow, I'm going to sweep the fries. Last edited by GabbyM; Editing by GabbyM 03-24-2015 at
11:03 PM. Reason: Add text. AMERICA WILL NEVER BE DESTROYED FROM THE OUTSIDE. IF WE FALTER AND LOSE OUR FREEDOM, IT WILL BE BECAUSE WE HAVE DESTROYED OURSELVES. President Abraham Lincoln 3-24-2015, 11:09 pm #7 I use WFT in 223 and 300 BO. I found that brass doesn't need to be deburred
after I run it through an SS battery wash. posted by garym1a2 I use them for 300 blk and 223, they are wuite fast. But, I find that I need to deburg the cases inside and outside. 03-24-2015, 11:14 PM #8 This will get a ride in the stainless leg, they were tumbled before me I them and full length are sized/deprimed but grungy looking. Broken
and ordered a Dillon Super Swage too. 03-25-2015, 1:15 AM #9 OK: Dillon Super Swag is by all records a good tool. Pin Tumblers also work. The problem I have. Once shot Mil Surp is some effed up stuff. The army loads the tools at over 62,000 psi. That's about 60% rubbish after the first shot. The story I told in the #3 was that the brass
I bought at $87 for 5,000 pieces. In all seriousness I won't have to pay that again. It took me seven years to clean it all up. It's better to just pay $25 per hundred for the new Winchester bronze. How much does Dillon Swagger cost? I made a tumbler. Burn three bottles of propane. Wear a bait bag uniform. Flash hole uniformer. RCBS FL
dies. The tube is full of lubrication cases. My elbow. Seriously, people. Do the math. The fact is that once shot bronze mil is worth more by the pound than what it's worth for reloading. But then a sucker is born. Hell for us just passed the law saying I have to buy it first. $50 a thousand is 5 cents each. Good grief. Scrap brass is scrap
brass. I'll have corn this fall to sell you at a million dollars per bushel. Believe me, it's a bargain. It is the only maize planted this year. AMERICA WILL NEVER BE DESTROYED FROM THE OUTSIDE. IF WE FALTER AND LOSE OUR FREEDOM, IT WILL BE BECAUSE WE HAVE DESTROYED OURSELVES. President Abraham Lincoln
03-25-2015, 03:05 #10 Sorry gabby, I will stay out of your subject in the future 03-26-2015, 02:05 #11 Of the 590 pieces of military brass I had 30 rejections and no problem handling it ... I retired so a few hours of labor is not a big deal, it is free! Using Dillon today on some fellow FC I saved up, several hundred pieces went fast. Tossed
those in the HF tumbler with legs and cleaned nicely in just 30 minutes. Fellow LCs will get tumbled in batches tomorrow night. 03-26-2015, 7:12am #12 I use a towel dedicated to that choy, when making shake it out just don't forget its last use! 03-26-2015, 05:27 PM #13 Anyone know how the little crow trimmer works compared to
Frankford Arsenal Platinum Series Case Prep and Trim Center? 3-26-2015, 5:44 PM #14 Cases in pic. need a lot of chamfering and deburring before they can be used for casting or j-bullets from. 3-26-2015, 10:39 PM #15 Pic loses focus and makes it look like a big bur that really is virtually none. I removed the ledge with my fingernails!
03-29-2015, 10:14 PM #16 we use WFT for 223, 3030 and 308s. When using it, I use a 110 volt drilling engine that I lock into a vise. Beat the hell out of holding it. 03-29-2015, 11:17 #17 A Loading Test for Night Length with bur as is, no problem at all and after curling the floating hair it is gone. So unless I run over one that looks really
bad I'll load as well. There are 25 primer for a ladder test of some Winchester 55 seeds fmj w/cannelure. Yes they are so cheap there are 800 to upload. Need to see My AR likes to give the amount of cfe-223. 03-31-2015, 12:30 PM #18 MaryB, afternoon me after you check cfe-223 and tell me how you like it. in what I used it in it seems
different stabilization of the SD was included. don't try it in AR. 04-01-2015, 12:06 AM #19 Work well in my AR on the steppe, no target image using it (need to reload a bunch but save that to recover from neck surgery so I'm not bored silly) but this goal is 100 yards with my Savage Axis 223. Forgot my detection range to 2 shots moving
an inch right then 2 more so I could see the target splatter hits 04-21-2015, 6:28pm #20 Thank you for reviewing MaryB, I've seen a few reviews on the Web and even a video on U Tube but your comments sealed the deal and I just ordered one from Midway. I still have about 550 once shot 5.56 LC to cut to length and my Lee Deluxe Fast
Trim is just for intensive labor. NRA Patron Member Vet. 2th of the 47th Inf. Vietnam 67-68 67-68
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